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CHAPTER I
THE

PROBLEM

The purpose of this study is twofold; first, to shaw the progress
made in scientific studies in the field of problem•solving in arithmetic
by a summary of the more important investigations; secondly, to carry out
a controlled experiment which

~11

attempt to measure the relative merits

of two methods of teaching in their effects on problem-solving ability.
The aim of the experimental study is to determine whether pupils
become more efficient in solving verbal problems if the mechanics of
arithmetic are applied to practical problems from the beginning of the
learning period, or if better results are secured when practical application is postponed until mastery of the mechanics is attained.
The experiment has been delimited to the study of one phase of
sixth-grade arithmetic in order to control more perfectly the factors
that might exert a disturbing influence.

Case II of percentage, what

percent one number is of another, was chosen because it was an entirely
new problem for the pupils and because it appeared to be sufficiently
difficult and clear-cut to provide suitable material for an experiment
of this type.
The experiment was conducted in the sixth grade of a public school
in Chicago, Illinois.

The school was situated in a typically American
l
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section o:f the city, and the pupils have the advante.ge of very good home
environment.

There were no widely scattered types in the school.

The first step in the study was to test the pupils of the grade and
divide them into two groups with the average of each as nearly equal as
possible in chronological age, mental age, ability in arithmetic fundamentals, and problem-solving ability.

Standardized tests designed for

these specific purposes were used in measuring all abilities except that
o:f problem-solving.

The problem-solving test consisted o:f ten problems

selected on the basis o:f :frequency of use in several modern arithmetic
textbooks.

An e:ffort was made to equate the groups in reasoning ability,

but that was not possible.

However, the scores o:f the initial and :final

tests in reasoning were compared at the end of the experiment.

Tables I

and II show how the groups compared at the beginning of the experimental
period.
The second step o:f the study was the actual teaching procedure.

The

study was a group experiment set up with the aim of using soienti:fic procedure as much as possible and yet of
ble basis.

keeping~the

teaching on a practica-

It was not an elabore.te study, for it was limited as to time

and number of oases.
teaching procedure.

It aimed to measure the merits o:f the two methods o:f
The method used for the experimental group was based

upon the theory that pupils will learn better to apply the mechanics o:f
an arithmetic process to practical problems if such application is made
:from the beginning o:f the learning period.

The method used :for the con-

trol group, Method II, was based upon the assumption that pupils will best
learn to apply the mechanics o:f a new process i:f such application is
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delayed until proficiency is attained in the mechanics.

The latter method

is typical of the procedure used throughout the school wherein the
experiment was conducted.

In fact, it is the srume as that employed by

many teachers of arithmetic.

The technique appears to have been based

upon the organization of the most widely used arithmetic texts, which
advocate a great deal of practice and drill in the mechanics of each new
process followed by the solution of a list of "applications" or
The actual classroom procedure for each method

~11

"exercises.~

be explained fully

in Chapter III.
Throughout the experimental period an effort was made to keep all
factors identical for both groups except the differences in methods which
constituted the experiment.

Each group devoted the same amount of time

to the work; the same teacher taught both groups no out-of-school time
was devoted to practice; and physical factors were controlled as far as
is possible in a public school.

For the time being, the regular course

of study in arithmetic was set aside for the experiment.
The third and last step in the study was to measure the amount of
gain made by each group and, on the basis of the results obtained, to
determine the relative merits of the two methods employed.
findings will be discussed in Chapter IV.

The actual

CHAPTER II
PROBLEM SOLVING IN ARITHMETIC
During the past fifteen years there have been numerous investigations relating to problem-solving in arithmetic.

These investigations

have arisen from the fact that teachers have become more and more aware
of the unusual difficulties which pupils encounter in this phase of arithmetic work.

They have become aware also that pupils achieve less satis-

factory results in this connection than in abstract work or example-solving.

Test results have ahown that pupils who gain a comparatively fair

rate of speed and accuracy in the latter do not always succeed equally
well in problem-solving.

In other words. success in the £undamentals is

no absolute guarantee of satisfactory results in arithmetical situations
involving problem-solving ability.
It has bean suggested that problem-solving presents new and different
types of habitual reactions which require scientific methods of drill and
instruction.

This probably would account for the fact that in the testing

of arithmetical abilities it is usual to discriminate between "mechanical
arithmetic" or example-solving and "arithmetical reasoning" as found in
problem-solving.

In this study example-solving will be defined as the

manipulation of figures or the use of an indicated arithmetical procedure
while problem-solving will be understood to mean a process of reasoning
which may involve mechanical manipulation but whose primary purpose is to
4
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develop modes of thought.
The relative importance of example-solving and problem-solving is
revealed through an examination of the opinions of numerous authorities
as expressed in textbooks on arithmetic. textbooks on methods of teaching.
and articles in periodicals.

An examination of such sources reveals a

remarkable agreement as to the importsnce of the two phases of the subject.
Practically all include both phases in their aims for teaching the subject.

The aim as stated by Overman (70) is typical of that given by most

authorities:
The first social aim of instruction in arithmetic is to give the pupils a mechanical, automatic mastery of the fundamental facts and
processes (70:11).
The second social aim of instruction in arithmetic is to develop in the pupils the ability to
grasp, interpret, and master the simple arithmetical
situations that are of common occurrence in life
(70:12).
The third social aim of instruction in arithmetic is to so teach that the pupils develop their
inborn power to think, form a habit of thinking
things out for themselves and of verifying their
conclusions, and form a just estimate of the usefulness of thinking (70:13).
D. H.A. Greene (29:13) sums up the situation in the less elaborate,
yet fully explanatory statement that
Teachers of arithmetic are coming to consider
that their two most important teaching tasks are
that of increasing the skill with which their
pupils use the fundamentals, and that of increasing
their knowledge of when to use them.
Many educators would give primary importance to the mechanical phases,
if one were to judge by the space devoted to them in the textbooks on method
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Yet, it appears that the f'undamentals, as· such 1 are subordinate to the
real problem in arithmetic.

The division which has been set up between

the so-called fundamentals and proble.m-solving does not seem justifiable.
Usually when the term "fundamentals" is mentioned it refers to the abstract
processes o£ addition, subtraction, multiplication 1 and division.

These

may be necessary processes 1 but there is a sense in which they are not
"fundamentals."

Never in life situations do we add or multiply two num-

bers except £or a specific purpose.
having a concrete reference.

What is called abstract work or mere figuring

takes place only in the classroom.
arithmetic are the problems.

Never do we figure anything without

V~th

In life the real fundamentals in
this in mind it seems reasonable to

suppose that the abstract work should be taught only when problems and
applications are used to give it meaning.

As Buckingham (12:358) points

out in answer to the question of when to begin problem work:
It should begin at the beginning and proceed
'pari passu' with the abstract work as long as the
subject is taught. There has been a disposition
to look upon abstract work as fundamental and
problem work as derived. This is not true.
Abstract forms and processes are by their very
nature generalizations from concrete experience.
Problems are fundamental; abstract processes are
used in their solution ••••• !£, there£ore 1 it is
the business of the school to teach the fundamentals
first and foremost 1 it is its business to teach
problems first and foremost.
With each new abstract process should be taught the meaning of the
procedure.

How can this be done if not through a problem approach?

After

meaning has been given to the process and its usefulness established 1 the
abstract process may be isolated for drill if necessary.

EVen this drill

should be motivated by probler1 drill at intervals to insure memory of the
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conditions under which the mechanics may be applied.

In the light or this discussion or aims it is interesting to see how
our present-day aims originated.

In the Middle Ages arithmetic teaching

was dominated by the scientific scholastic attitude.

As long as it was

regarded as the science of numbers, the only requisite of a good problem
was that it contain the desired number relations.
type of problem predominated.

As a result the puzzle

In an effort to defend the teaching of the

many obsolete and useless topics which crept into the course, educators
called to their aid the doctrine of formal discipline.

This doctrine of

mental training satisfied the people for a time, but gradually the protests
of the business man and the practical man in all lines of work became so
strong that it was overthrown in favor of a new doctrine.
called "the doctrine of social usage.(70:9).

This has been

Educators of today have come

to realize that it is the business of the schools not to teach the science
of arithmetic as such to the pupils, but rather, through the
arithmetic, to prepare the pupils for life.

teac~ng

of

This attempt to prepare the

pupil for adult life should not rely completely upon the setting upof
habits or reactions to meet certain known conditions.

No one knows what

situations this changing world will present to the adults of tvrenty years
hence.

Therefore, the pupils' training must be generali-zed.

He must be

trained to think for himself, to have the correct attitude toward unfamiliar situations which will lead him to seek for known facts in these
situations and from them to arrive at conclusions.

His study of mathe-

matics should develop in him a sense of orderliness and exactness which
will help him to solve life-problems unlike those presented in the class-
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room.

The change in aim from formal disc'ipline to utilitarian and social

values made scientific investiga.tion a necessity.
The mechanical phases of arithmetic were the first to receive attention.

A number of studies were made to determine the relative difficulty

of the number combinations and their frequency in textbooks.

other inves-

tigations endeavored to determine the effect of a. period of systematic
drill on achievement in arithmetical computation.

The results obtained by

investigations by Thorndike (86), Brown (7), Burton (13), Kerr (41), and
Phillips (72) support the widespread belief that ability to add, subtract,
multiply, and divide may be greatly increased by drill.
Another large group of educators have produced evidence in support
of the use of learning exercises scientifically constructed a.s against
exercises formulated by the teacher.

Knight (45), Newcomb (65), Evans

and Knoche (25), Mead and Johnson (54), and Kulp (47) are representative
investigators in the field.

One result of these and other studies has

been the development of drill material to supplement the teaching of arithmetic.

These materials have brought about greater efficiency in teaching

the mechanical phases of arithmetic.
However, this study does not concern itself with the difficulties in
the fundamental operations.

It seeks to review the literature in the

field of the interpretation or understanding of concrete problems.

There

is little evidence of any activity in the field of problem-solving before
the year 1924.

Not until that time do we find any comprehensive scientific

study of this phase of arithmetic teaching and learning.

Even since that

time the number of such studies is comparatively small when it is compared
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with the total number o£ arithmetical investigations.

Stretch (85:13)

reports that of 584 investigations classed as "quantitative or critical
in character" which were reviewed at the close of the year 1929, only 42,
or slightly more than seven per cent, dealt mainly with problem-solving.
The first of the studies in this phase concerned themselves largely
with the elimination of obsolete problems and the attempt to make verbal
problems more practical.

others gave carefUl consideration to the question

of how pupils solve problems.

Another group studied the factors which

influence pupil per£ormance in problem-solving.

The latest experiments

were conducted for the purpose of testing different methods in teaching
the subject.

The remaining sections of this chapter will present an

examination of the outstanding studies which have been made in each of
these phases.
How Pupils Solve Problems in Arithmetic
In most subjects teachers assign fairly definite tasks to pupils.
They expect them to work at details only after some kind of a plan is
understood.

But, when it comes to the solution of problems in arithmetic,

they suddenly change their tactics.

They assign problems, but few of them

provide any plan or general method of attack.

Vfuen the results of such a

procedure showed failure in a large number of cases, efforts were made to
discover, if possible, just what procedure pupils used in solving problems
and to utilize this knowledge in revising methods of instruction.
Some writers state dogmatically that problem-solving is purely a
guessing process with pupils, especially the younger ones, and that system-
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atic attacks are impossible.

Thorndike (108:438) appears to support this

view when he states:
Mathematical reasoning is successful guessing. To the psychologist it appears that the
procedure of all pupils is largely guessing or
making an hypothesis until you guess right ••••••••
In treating of this sur1ject Knight (44:355) writes:
It is obvious to many that our present
conventions relative to probiem-solving
seriously overestimate the ability of children
to indulge in the types of thinking involved.
Bradford (6) conducted an experiment wherein he attempted to discover
whether or not pupils employed reasoning in solving problems.

He admin-

istered tests to several hundred pupils, the problems of which tests were
impossible of solution.

The extent to which attempts were made to solve

such problems was taken to indicate that "arithmetical work is not done
in any critical frame."
These conclusions have been substantiated by a more comprehensive
investigation by Monroe (57).

He made a study of pupils' responses in

solving problems for the purpose of discovering the extent to which
pupils use reason or apply habitual methods in so bring problems.

He

selected problems from seventh-grade textbooks and constructed four tests
arranged as follows:
Test A.
The problems were stated in simple
terminology, the data relevant, and the
setting concrete.
Test

B~
The problems were stated in technical
terminology, the data relevant, and the
setting concrete.
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Test

c. The problems were stated in simple
terminology, the data relevant, and the
setting abstract.

Test D.
The problems were stated in technical
terminology, the data irrelevant, and the
setting abstract.
He tested 9,256 pupils, representing forty-one cities in Illinois.
Most of the pupils were selected from seventh-grade classes and were
divided into four experimental groups by means of random sampling.

The

data which he secured from this investigation led Monroe to conclude that
a large percentage of seventh-grade pupils do not reason in attempting to
solve arithmetic problems.
purely by habit.
the nwnbers given.

The responses they make seem to be determined

Many appear to perform almost random calculations upon
When they do solve a problem correctly, the response

seems to be determined by habit.

If the problem is stated in the termin-

ology with which they are familiar and if there are no irrelevant data,
their response is likely to be correct.

On the other hand, if the problem

is expressed in unfamiliar terminology or if it is a new type of problem,
relatively few pupils appear to attempt to reason.

They either do not try

to solve it at all or else give an incorrect solution.
A recent study of the difficulties in problem-solving was made by
Lenore John (38).
ual pupils.

The technique used consisted in observation of individ-

The following problems were investigated:
1. What are the errors made by pupils
in the intermediate grades in solving
two-step problems?
2. How do pupils in Grades IV, V, and
VI differ in the types of·errors which
they make?

~---------------------------------.
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3. Do pupils from two schools show
significant differences in the types
of errors which th~ make? (38:202)
The subjects used were sixty pupils in the University Elementary
School of the University of Chicago and in a nearby public school.

Hal£ ·

of the number chosen were those who did exceptionally good work in arithmetic; and the other hal£, those who did very poor work in the same subjoot.
A detailed report was kept of the observation of the work of each
pupil as he solved orally a list of fifteen practical problems.

An analy-

sis of these records yielded informEtion regarding the subject's method
of reasoning which could not be secured in any other way.

The records of

the method used by each pupil were studied, and all errors or peculiar
methods were tabulated.

The errors were divided into four groups: errors

in reasoning, errors in fundamentals, errors in reading, and miscellaneous
errors.
Results showed that the errors made by the greatest number of pupils
were errors in reasoning.

From a total of 699 errors made, 383,·more than

50 per cent, fell under this division.

It is most interesting to note the

types of errors which were made most frequently under the classification
of "reasoning" errors.

Seventy-two errors were due to the use of a wrong

process; fifty-four, to disregard of a significant fact which was stated
in the problem; fifty-two, to the combination of numbers not directly
related; forty-six, to disregard of a fact to be supplied; forty-two, to
hesitation in choice of a method of solution;

twen~-nine,

to use of a

~--------------------------------j
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longer method than necessary; and twenty-two, to confusion in method.
Although Miss John draws no such conclusion from her data, they
appear to support the views of Monroe, Thorndike, and Bradford that pupils
do not employ reasoning to any great extent in solving problems.
question of
settled.

whethe~

The

or not this conclusion is correct is by no means

The authorities cited appear to agree that reasoning is not used

in obtaining answers to verbal problems.

This may be due to the fact that

it has only recently been recognized that training in arithmetical judgment, analysis, and organization are as necessary as mere mastery of
number facts.

When all educators and teachers become aware of the import-

ance of this problem, they may become as successful in training the reasoning power of pupils as they are in training the habits or skills needed
in the mechanical phases of arithmetic •. ~le (74:328) expresses his view
of the type of training needed when he says:
To be a good reasoner in arithmetic a
child should have had abundant experience
in dealing with arithmetical situations,
should have his experience well organized
with reference to use, should be trained
in analyzing real situations and in reading
printed problems, should be trained to be
cautious and to find some way to check his
conclusions or results, and should have the
fundamental operations so well habituated
that no thought need be given to them.
Thorndike (88:193), in speaking of reasoning, says:
Reasoning is not a radically different
sort of force operating against habit, but
the organization and cooperation of many
habits ••••••• Reasoning is not a negation
of ordinary bonds, but the action of many
of them, especially bonds with subtle elements of the situation. An outside power
does not enter to select and criticize; the

~~~------------------~
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pupil's own repetory of bonds relevant to the problem is what selects
and rej acts.
In the light of these views, does it not seem possible that pupils'
inability to use reasoning in solving problems is due to the fact that
they have not received the correct training?

The teacher's task should be

to foresee the child's needs in the early days of problem-solving and to
help him to couple his experiences in such l'.'llys that the right ideas will
come when needed.

In order to teach intelligently she must understand the

process by which a pupil is doing his work and the difficulties which he
encounters.
Again, the real difficulty may not lie with the pupil nor with the
type of training he receives, but in the nature of the written problem
used as a basis for reasoning work.
fo~l

The usual problem is meaningless and

and often tends to confuse the pupil instead of aiding him in

reasoning.

Factors lJ'Jhich Influence Problerr-Solving
Up to the present time no satisfactory results have been attained in
the teaching of problem-solving.

As has been pointed out in the preceding

pages, part of the difficulty lies in the ignorance on the part of teachers
of the real difficulties encountered in the subject.

They do not know how

to go about the task of improving the reasoning power of their pupils.
Either they fail to see the real aim of arithmetic teaching and devote all
the class time to abstract work and drill, or they proceed to attack the

~-·-----------------------------------------------------------15--,
subject of problem-sobring without any systematic grade.tion of their
material.

Just as work in the mechanical phases of arithmetic is graded,

so should problems be classified and graded.

Teachers could use problems

more intelligently if they know how difficult they are.

This can only be

realized by an analysis of the factors which ma.ke problem-solving difficult
for pupils.
Certain studies have been made pointing out some of the factors which
influence problem-solving.

One factor which has been shown to affect

results greatly in this phase of arithmetic is mental ability.

In a dis-

cussion of this factor Reed (75:120) shows that speed and accuracy increase
with the amount of intelligence.

He says:

Intelligence appears to increase the
amount of work done per unit of time rather
than the rate of improvement, al thou~h there
are oases when it also increases the latter.
It plays a greater part in problems which
require reasoning than in computetion
problems; so gree.t a part, indeed, that in
the former it is a matter of great importance
to adjust the difficulty of the problems to
the mental level of the pupils.
A study by Morton (60:297), in an attempt to determine to what extent
problem-solving ability is related to other factors, shows the correlation
between problem-solving ability and verbal intelligence to be .78; and
between problem-solving ability and non-verbal intelligence .52.
elusion arrived at

was

The con-

that stupid children cannot solve difficult, compli-

oated problems.
Stevenson (82:96) recognizes the influences of intelligence when he
states:

~-----------------------------------------------------------l-6--.
Practically all duli pupils can be
taught to solve correctly examples involving
fundamentals. Solving verbal problems is a
different matter. To read the problem, to
find wut what is wanted, and to choose the
correct process or processes, are abilities
which many of the duller pupils do not possess.
He reports a scientific study to support his contention that lack of mentality ranks among the important causes of failure in problem-solving.
In one of the very early studies an outstanding conclusion reached
by Bonser (4) was that native intelligence is a determining factor and a
fairly important one in arithmetic reasoning.
much importance to this factor.

Thorndike (88) attaches

He concludes his book, Psychology of

Arithmetic, with this statement:
Finally, it may be noted that ability in arithmetic, though occasionally found in men otherwise very stupid, is usually associated with
superior intelligence in dealing with ideas and
symbols of all sorts, and is one of the very
best early indications thereof.
Osburn and Drennon (68) conducted an experiment to determine the
amount of transfer, if any, which takes place from arithmetic problems
which are specifically taught to those which are not given particular
mention in instruction.

The results of the experiment will be explained

in detail later, but it is interesting to note that among other significant findings, the data showed that the more intelligent pupils did markedly better work in problem-solving.
These scientific investigations into the factor of intelligence merely
reflect the findings and opinions of most writers in the field of mathem.atics, that mental ability is an influentis.l factor in arithmetical

ri
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reasoning.

Nearly all studies conducted in the phase of problem-solvin.g

give either direct or indirect evidence of the importance of this factor.
Aside from that mentioned, there seems to be additional evidence that
problem-solving ability requires intelligence because of the frequency with
which accepted tests of intelligence include reasoning problems among
their questions.
A second factor which has been said to affect pupil per<formances
in solving problems is sex.

Bonser's (4) study of the reasoning ability

of school children reveals some striking sex differences in the ability
to solve problems.
girls.

It was found that boys are considerably superior to

This conclusion has been supported by the scores made on the sec-

tion of the Army Alpha Test which deals with arithmetic problems.

Inves-

tigation has shown also that even in classes in which the girls surpass
the boys in the fundamental operations of arithmetic, the latter make
higher scores on the Buckingham problem test (7:349).
Buswell (15:466) states that such sex differences do exist, and,
while they are not large, they are in favor of the boys.
Not all authorities agree with the opinions cited above.

Read

(75:120) finds that sex differences in arithmetic are rather small.

Boys

usually make better scores than girls in solving problems, but the
differences are not large enough to justify segregation for purposes of
instruction.

This question is still open for investigation.

Sex differ-

ences may or may not be an influential factor in solving reasoning
problems.
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A third factor which influences performances in problem-solving is
the degree of skill in the fundamentals.

Morton's Table of Correlation

(60:297) shows a correlation of .70 between problem-solving ability and
aritr~etic skill.

In another study Morton (59:188) found that 15 percent

of the errors in solving problems was due directly to errors in computation
In Miss John's experiment (38), previously referred to, the report of
pupils' errors in solving arithmetic problems showed that the group with
the second highest frequency was that of errors in fundamentals.

Miss John

found that a total of 160 pupils, or 24 percent, made errors in this classification.

others would place the figure higher, but this is sufficiently

high to show the significance of the factor.
Winch (105:557) obtained results in an experiment to determine the
amount of transfer between numerical accuracy and reasoning ability, which
led him to make the following statement:
It would seam that some sort of connection
may exist between improvement in numerical
computation and mathematical reasoning. The
results are too irregular to warrant the conelusion of any definite 'transfer," but the
improvement in reasoning may be due either to
release of mental energy resulting froE improved fe.cility in computation, or to the
association esta.hlished between the two kinds
of functions usually at work together ••••••••
7vashburne and Osborne (97:303) are of the opinion that lack of facility in the accurate use of the mechanics of arithmetic is a very c o:r:unon
source of error in solving problems.

Stevenson (82:96) agrees that it is

not only a very common source of error, but it also leads pupils to attack
problems by peculiar or round-about methods.
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Lutes (52) conducted an experiment in the sixth-grade classes o£
tvrelve schools in Des Moines, Iowa, to determine the relative value of
three different methods of teaching problem-solving.

He used the following

methods:
1.

Improvement of computation by drill in the four fundamental
processes.

2.

Selection of correct operation from many

3.

Selection of correct solution from several given solutions.

sug~;:ested

The pupils were separated into four ecual groups.

operations.

Groups A, B, and

C were each taught by one of the above methods; while the fourth group was
taught by the regular classroom method.

A preliminary test, Stanford

Achievement Test, was used before beginning work.
test was repeated.

After twelve weeks the

Results showed that the group using Method 1, the com-

putation-drill method, made the greatest gain; and the group taught by
regular classroom procedure attained second highest results.

Lutes con-

eluded that drill in computation does increase ability to solve problems.
Studies by Wilson (101) and Osburn (66) support the findings stated above.
Another investigator who holds to the opinion that training in fundamentals affects reasoning ability is Haertter (31:166).

His findings led

him to conclude:
The individual reasons best who has at his
command a very large number of facts and skills
and who has used thetn extensively in a variety
of situations ••••••• He can improve his reasoning
ability, and there£ore his ability to solve
problems, provided he is equipped witn the necessary skills and facts with which to reason,
and has had training in organization of these
facts and skills.

~·-r----------~
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On

the other hand, Courtis (20) and Stone (83) report studies which

do not agree with the above conclusions.

These studies which were made

betvreen 1908 and 1911 proved rather conclusively (1) that arithmetic is
not a. general ability but a number of special abilities; (2) that there is
no correlation between accuracy in the

fundame~tuls

and in reasoning abil-

ity; and (3) that there is very little correlation between accuracy in the
combinations as such and in problems involving tl1e same combinations.
A more recent study has been made by Greene (29), in which he experimented with a group of twenty sixth-grade pupils for a five-week period.
His data showed that the increase in skill in the fundamentals from drill
on the Courtis Practice Pads did not appreciably affect the reasoning scoroo
of the pupils on the Stone Reasoning Test and the Monroe Reasoning Test.
In this experiment the small number of oases limited the conclusions, but
Greene felt that the results raise a strong suspicion that other more complicated abilities underlie success in problem-solving.
Despite these opinions to the contrary, two of which were made in the
pioneer days of

aritlli~etic

investigation, most educators today support the

theory that skill in the fundamentals is an important factor in solving
reasoning

proble~s,

and, if inaccuracy in

comput~tion

is eliminated, a

large increase in scores in problem..,solving will result.
In considering the factors which affect pupil performance in the analysis of verbal problems, one very significant factor was found to be the
type of problem given or the variations in which the proble::J. was expressed.

An exhaustive investigation was conducted by Eydle and Clapp (36), who made
a study of eight characteristics of arithmetical problems in an effort to
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determine whether or not such characteristics were the cause of difficulty
in solving problems.

The definite elements which were tested as possible

causes of difficulty were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Objective setting
Size of numbers
Unfamiliar objects
Arrangement in series
Non-essential elements
Vizualization versus Experience
Project versus problem-form of statement
Use of symbolic terms

The results in regard to each were:

1.

Out of t?1enty-five pairs of percentages, twenty-four support the
thesis that "the objective setting of a problem is an element of
difficulty in its interpretation" (36:28).

2.

"Results tend to show that the size of numerical terms is a real .
element of difficulty in the interpretation of concrete problems"
(36 :34).

3.

Results based upon the testing of 6,412 bear out the supposition
that the use of names of unfamiliar objects in a problem increases
the difficulty of the problem (36:41).

4.

Results from scores on over five thousand papers show that
problems presented with others of the same type are easier than
when presented with other problems of a different type.

The

specific difference in errors for problems presented in the two
ways ranged from 10.0 to 16.4 (36:48).
5.

The difficulty of a problem is materially increased when a nonessential element is included in its statement.

However, this

difficulty tends to decrease for pupils in the higher grades (36:
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54.)
6.

No consistent difference was found between the difficulty of the
problem with respect to vizualization and its difficulty with
respect to experience.

7.

Of 39 pairs of problems used, results of 32 tend to show that a
problem stated in project form is more difficult than one stated
in ordinary textbook form.

a.

The use of symbolic terms such as "x" or "y" increased the difficulty in problems.

This rather lengthy statement of the findings of Hydle and Clapp
points to the fact that variations in the statements of problems are
statis-tically significant causes of difficulty in problem-solving.
Bowman(S) attacked the same problem in a different manner.

He tested

564 pupils for the purpose of finding the effect of preference in-problem-

solving.

His results show that pupils of high mental ability perform

equally well on any form of problem, whether stated in unfamiliar terminology, or based upon adult or childlike activities, or of the puzzle type,
or of the purely computation type.

Pupils of lower I.Q. showed a relativelJ

higher degree of performance on the problems of the purely computation
type.
Wheat (99:2) conducted a very elaborate experiment to determine the
effect of type of problem on pupil performance.

His purpose was to deter-

mine which type of problem, the conventinal or the imaginative, possesses
the greater value as an aid in generalizing knowledge of the fundamentals
and also to determine the degree of helpfulness of the two types of prob-

r
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lams for pupils of slow, average, and superior attainments.
The results of the study showed that the differences between the
totals of responses to the two types of problems were negligible (99:61).
This is in agreanent with Bowman's results.

Wheat's data showed, however,

that much less time was needed in solving the conventional type of problem
than the imaginative.
Many other investigators, among wham are Washburne and Morphett (96),

Klapper (42:271), Morton (60:300), Overman (70:240), and Reed (75:155),
support the principle that pupils do best work when working with familiar
problems or those stated in familiar terminology.

The results of studies

as to the effect upon pupil response of the concrete versus the ime.ginative type of problem do not lead to any such definite conclusion.

It

remains for further studies to throw light on this phase of problem-solving.
A fifth factor which affects problem-solving is reading·ability.

As

early as 1912, Thorndike (87:293) recosnized the relationship between the
ability of pupils to comprehend in reading and their ability to solve
arithmetic problems.

The correlation between the two abilities was found

by Morton (60:297) to be .61.

It is usually observed that skillful read-

ing precedes a pupil's effort to think out the steps in the solution of a
problam.

Later, accurate computation may be called to his assistance;

but, unless he can read comprehendingly, his efforts will be of little
avail.

Lessenger (50) believes that reading ability affects not only work

in solving problems but in handling the fundamentals as well.

He states:
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Arithmetic computation, although farther
divorced from reading than from the solution
of verbal problems, does involve certain specific skills in the field of reading.
That teachers and educators recognize the relation existing between
these two abilities is evidenced by the many investigations made of the
effectiveness of various reading exercises in improving problem-solving
abilit.y.

These studies will be discussed in another section of this chap-

In clncluding the examination of the factors found to influence pupil
performance in solving reasoning problems, it may be said that intelligence
mechanical ability in arithmetic, the type of problem used, and reading
ability have a decided influence.

No doubt there are other factors in-

valved which do not lend themselves to observation as readily as do those
found.

However, with these factors in mind, the textbook-writer and the

teacher can go a long way in eliminating causes of difficulty and in gaining more satisfactory results in problem-solving.

Technique for Improving Problem-Solving
Ability
The investigations which group themselves around the topic of methods
of improving pupils' ability to solve problems in arithmetic are numerous.
In this study an attempt will be made to consider the findings of the most
significant ones.
For years no attempt was made to give definite instruction in problem-
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solving.

Teachers felt that if sufficient drill were given in the funda-

mentals the pupils would recognize and use the correct combinations when
met in problems.

That such transfer really does occur is still a theory

unsupported by scientific evidence.

Educators have studied the fundament-

al operations with respect to the amount of transfer, but no reliable data
have been obtained in the case of the amount of transfer, if any, between
skill in the fundamentals and in problem-solving.

Hamilton (32:139)

writes:
A good deal of this problem-solving
attitude can come from the right method
of handling and thinking about the fundamental operations themselves.
Most authorities agree that skill in the mechanical phases affects the
scores on problem-solving tests, but they do not feel that the scores on
problem-solving tests, but they do not feel that training in the former
will eventually lead pupils to reason correctly.
In studying techniques for improving problem-solving ability nearly

all educators appear to agree on the effectiveness of the use of correct
type of situations as problems in securing good results.
writes:
One of the biggest problems that confronts us today in selecting the problems
of arithmetic is finding those that shall
deal >vith the pupil's own affairs, with
what he is trying to do ••••••••••
~e of the most serious errors of t~e past
has been that we have tried to force application relating to adult arithmetic into
the first six grades rather than draw upon
the activities of childhood.

Stone (83:542)
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vVhen real life situations are used in problems, it is possible to
secure imagery and better comprehension of the problem and, therefore,
better results in solving it.

Freeman (28:232) expresses his opinion thus:

Understanding a problem usually
involves a clear grasp of concrete
objects and relationships. This very
frequently means the ability to form
an image of certain concrete objects.
Hydle and Clapp (36:11) contend that, if visual imagery is clear and
distinct, reflective thinking works at maximum efficienty.
imagery is vague, reflective thinking is impeded.

But if visual

They base their con-

tantion on data secured in the experiment previously referred to in this
study.

Out of twenth-five pairs of percentage problems twenty-four support

the thesis that the obj active setting of a problem is an element of difficulty in its interpretation. (36:28)
Wilson (102:336) states:
An experience basis is a significant
factor, possibly the determining factor,
in successful written work. Written
problems should be developed in the form
of significant units, based upon community
contacts. The isolated textbook problem
should be abolished, since it leads the
child to figure in hundreds or even thousands of unfamiliar situations.

In discussing this topic of the nature of problems, Brueckner (10)
advances the idea that the word "problem" is a misnomer when applied to
some of the verbal exercises in arithmetic which are given the pupil to
solve.

They are often merely statements of certain facts and a question

based on these facts.

No "felt difficulty" exists in many of these verbal

statements; all that is required is that the pupils manipulate figures.
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Brueckner suggests that the teacher look about her and discover the many
real-life situations which present themselves within the school -- even
within the classroom itself.
An amusing account of the lengths to which a class of pupils went

when they faced with a real life situation in which they were interested
is recounted by Piper (73).

She tells of an attempt on her part to enliven

the arithmetic lesson by suggesting to the pupils the problem of renting
and furnishing an apartment for a given sum of money.

Not only did the

pupils estimate the cost of furnishings, and so forth, but they canvassed
the neighborhood and even made an appointment with the superintendent of
an exclusive apartment building for the busy supervisor to look at a very
expansive apartment, with a view to renting it.
This is but a single example; yet it illustrates the type of problem
which would vitalize the curriculum.

If more problems of this type were

included in the daily arithmetic lesson, the pupils would be better prepared to meet the econonic needs of daily life.

Problems which present

real-life situations do not only augment the interest but are solved with
greater ease and a fuller satisfaction.

The writer feels that, while much

the greater portion of them should be of the type mentioned, drill on many
types of conventional problems is a great aid in the teaching of problemsolving.

The use of conventional problems should be so minimized that it

does not constitute the greater part of the arithmetic lesson, but it may
be justified for drill purposes.
Proceeding upon the supposition that actual instruction in solving
problems is necessary, many educators set up experiments to determine, if

r
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possible, just what methods give the most. desirable results.

Before

considering these scientific efforts, it is interesting to see what methods
are advocated in the textbooks on methods of teaching arithmetic.

An

examination of twelve texts revealed that ten of them advocate the teaching
of a definite plan of attack.
lined as

Such a plan of analysis may be briefly out-

fo1lo~:

1.

Getting a clear understanding of the problem.

2.

Planning the solution.

3.

Executing the plan.

4.

Checking the re3ults (65:256).

Most of the textbooks advocated a certain amount of drill in problem analysis as one

'~Y

of securing satisfactory results.

the subject of scientific study by many educators.

This theory has been
.An examination of some

of the outstanding studies reveals valuable suggestions for the teacher of
arithmetic.
A rather lengthy experiment was conducted by Ligda (51), who felt
that the four-step or five-step plan of solving problems was not satisfactory.

In his experiment he used a systematic method of analysis which

had been used for algebra.
ing Test

.!!£• !•

The problems were taken from the Stone Reason-

The pupils were instructed to:

1.

Read the problem.

2.

State a verbal a;tuation.

3.

•Identify the quantities with the terms used in step 2.

4.

Substitute the quantities and do the calculating required.

5.

Interpret the result, check, and prove.
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It may be noted that in steps two and three of this procedure the
pupils were taught to recognize and state concisely the essential thoughts
and to reject the irrelevant features of the problem.

Instead of using

the conventional procedure of analyzing what is gi van, what is required,
etc., they state an equation in words and later substitute the numbers to
be used.

An example of this equation method is as follows:

Problem:- A man had $240 and spent $143 for rent.
had he left?
Procedure:- 1.
2.
3.

How much money

Had less spent equals what is left.
Had - Spent equals left.
$240 - $143 equals left.

Ligda's use of this method is based upon the assumption that in the
early stages of problem-solving "forms" is more important than speed.
Ability to find and state concisely essential thoughts and to follow a
definite procedure is one that increases with every problem solved.
emphasis on a plan of work is the first step toward mastery.

This

At first it

may appear to be cumbersome and slow, but that is true of any new method
when compared with one already well known.

Furthermore, experience has

shown that slowness in learning a process for the first time is not a critarion when judging the merits of a method.

Work on the formulation of

brief, quantitative statements will eventually lead to increased ability
to solve reasoning problems.

Ligda claims great gains from the use of his

method of procedure.
Adams (1:57) upholds the use of special training in the detailed methoc
of analysis.

An experiment conducted by him showed definite gains from

such a method, especially in third-grade, where definite instruction in
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problem-solving begins.
McNair (53:210) defends the use of a definite plan of work when he
says:
Training in thinking results from deciding
on the operations to be performed as well as
on the order of their performa~oe.
One study shows

disagreemen~

ventional-formula plan.

with the theory of the use of the con-

A very fine experiment was conducted by Hanna

(34), Who compared the merits and demierits of three methods of problemsolving.

The methods tested were:
1.

The dependencies (graphic method, which
instructed the pupil to follow a particular
thought pattern in each solution.

2.

The conventional-formula method, which
directed the pupil to follow the four-step
plan.

3.

The individual method, which permitted the
pupil to use any desired method of analysis.

The experiment was conducted with 1,000 children of the fourth and
seventh grades from public schools in the city of New York.
each grade were divided into three experimental groups.

The pupils of

After the initial

tests, for the purpose of equating groups, each group was instructed in
one of the e.bove methods and then given mimeogre.phed sets of practice
problems to be used for a six-week practice period.
The results showed that use of conventional-formula method gave the
least mean gain (n7).

The ste.tistical results were sufficient to demon-

stra.te a significant difference in favor of the dependencies and the
individual methods; the mean gain for both was 11.7.

There was practically
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little difference in favor of either of these last tvro methods.

When data

for each grade were considered separately, Hanna found that there was some
promise in the dependencies method when it was used vrith children who were
learning for the first time to solve two-step pro'blerts.
In an attempt to determine the extent to which analysis of a p- oblem
aids the pupil in solving it, Claude Mitchell (55) carried out the following experiment.
Form I of the

He gave to 117 pupils of the seventh and eighth grades

Aritr~etic

Tests by Jacob Orleans.

Reasoning Test of the Public School Achievement
The tests were scored and the difficulty of the

various problems determined on the basis of the number of incorrect solutions.

The five most difficult problems were then analyzed and constructed

into a new test.

This newly constructed test included analytical questions

on each problem.
The results showed that the pupils in Grade VII raised their averat.e
score from 0.45 of a problem on the pretest to 1.26
containing

anal~~ical

proble~s

questions, a gain of 180 percent.

on the test

Grade VIII raised

the average score from 1.24 to 2.45, a gain of 98 percent.
Although the number of cases in this experiment was

sr.~ll,

the large

percentage of gain led Mitchell (55:466) to draw this conclusion:
1.

Detailed analytical questions on problems
seem to aid the pupils in the solution of
their problems.

2.

Since for many teachers the textbook is the
sole guide in the teaching of arithmetic,
the results given indicate that more arithmetical analyses of problems would be a valuable addition to textbooks in arithmetic.
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Newcomb (65) substantiates the above· statement in his study of teaching pupils how to solve problems.

Among other factors he dis covered that

pupils who were supplied with sheets of general

info~Ation

for solving

verbal problems achieved better results than pupils who were not so
supplied.

The pupils of the experimental group, which used sheets of dir-

actions, improved 22.3 percent in speed and 5.5 per cent in accuracy;
whereas the pupils of the control group improved onl

5.1 percent in speed

and 2.9 percent in accuracy.

A recent discussion by Haertter (31) registers agreement with the
findings above cited that some plan of analysis is necessary for good work
in problem-solving.

He does not agree, however, that the use of one or

two "patterns" or types will help pupils to solve all problems.

He be-

lieves that there are only a very few distinct types under which all of
the problems met in daily life fall.

Each type makes use of a body of

specific facts and abilities, a knowledge of which is essential to the
solution of problems of that type.

His method as stated in his article is:

It seems, therefore, a more desirable method
of treatment would be to study problems by types,
presenting ca.refully to our pupils the fundamental
facts and relationships common to such types. This
should be followed by a careful analysis of the problem, after which numerous exercises should be solved
to fix the distinctive features of that type of
problem. vVhen all the various types have been thus
considered, a miscellaneous list should be presented
(31:167).
.
Haertter does not include in his article scientific evidence to support
this method, but he gives very definite directions illustrating how it
could be carried out.
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Buckingham (12 :401) is of the opinion that an important step in
teaching the solution of problems lies in helping the pupil to see that
certain problems involve the same principle, that they may be classified
as of the same type.

He feels that the means of arriving at the type

solution may vary, but that the pupil must be brought to realize that the
method applied to one problem may be used in solving many other similar
problems.

The fundamental idea behind this is transfer, and, in order to

facilitate transfer through an appreciation of likenesses and differences,
the classification of problems is imperative.

Buckingham feels that a

great fault, perhaps the greatest, of our. program of problem-solving is
that each problem is treated as a separate item.
While the above-mentioned writers agree on the use of "type" procedure, one must not be led to feel that the agreement is unanimous.
writers emphatically disapprove of such a procedure.

Some

Lazerte (48:266)

concludes from a study of pupils' errors:
It seams useless to give pupils stereotyped
forms of solutions. They do not profit by
being drilled in type procedures. They need
practice in independent problem-solving. After
the independent practice has been obtained,
economical forms of solutions should prove
advantageous.

An extensive study conducted by Washburne and Osborne shows further
disagreement vvith those who advocate the use of formal analysis and "type"
procedure as a method of solving reasoning problems.

This investigation

had for its purpose a study of three methods of training children to solve
problems.

A total of 763 pupils from Grades VI and VII and representing

18 different schools were used during the experiment.

The pupils were
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divided into parallel groups, the average score of each being as nearly
equal as possible in mental age, chronological age, and problem-solving
ability.

The three methods used were:

Method 1.

To train the child in the solving of problems by
giving him laree numbers of problems to solve
without any special technique.

He was to generalize

for himself.
Method 2.

To train the child to attack each problem according
to a definite plan of analysis.

Method 3.

To train the child to see the analogy between
difficult "lvritten problerr.s and corresponding easy
oral problems.

This method

~~s

called the

"analogy" method.
After a six-week period of work with the three groups Washburne found
that the pupils who were taught no special technique, but vmo simply solved
many problems, surpassed those who had spent time learning a method of
solution.

In all cases the pupils made remarkable gains. This seems to

indicate clearly that concentrated attention, even for a few weeks, on
solving problems by any method brings a rich rmvard.

To train all pupils

through a formal method of analysis is less effective, according to Washburne's results, than simply to give them many problems and to help each
pupil with any special difficulty that he may encounter.

This direct

training seems to produce better results than does the indirect training
involved in teaching a special technique of analysis.
In a le.ter investigation Washburne ( 92) studied the effects of teach-
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ing the mecha.TJ.ics of a new process and practical applications of the
process together.

He found that pupils do equally good work whether new

processes in arithmetic are associated with practical problems from the
beginning of the learning period or whether such application is delayed
until the mechanics have been mastered.
Rolker (77) reports good results from the use of specific individual
help on difficulties in problem-solving.

After a dia.f:c;nosis was :made 6

various forms of class lessons were used to insure a.id for each type of
difficulty.

For instance 6 one day the pupils were grouped according to

their needs, and specific help was given each group; another day the entire
class met to work problems and correct errors in class; on a third day
individual pupils worked on assignment sheets according to their needs;
and on a fourth day 6 an oral lesson on problem-solving to determine how
the pupils actually worked problems.

Miss Rolker 's results showed defin-

ite gains for all groups.
The majority of the studies of this method of teaching problemsolving contribute evidence in support of the use of systematic training
in a defini·te procedure for attacking problems.

They show that pupil

performance is greatly aided by the use of definite formal technique, even
if it be of the conventional formula plan only.

It is 6 undoubtedly, a

logical procedure and may train in reasoning ability.

At least, in the

beginning it gives the pupil some method of approach to an unknown subject.
But there is a danger involved in its use which may be avoided by the
skillful teacher.

Since tloe purpose of the analysis is to expose the

pupil's thinking, it follows that it should be in the pupil's own words
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and should not be formalized.

It is true· that several lessons in formal

procedure are useful and necessary to make clear the "form" of the prooedure; but such lessons should be discontinued when it is evident that
the "form" is understood by the pupil.

Nothing is so deadening to reason-

ing as insistence on the part of the teacher that a set formal procedure
be memorized and used almost word for word by each pupil in analyzing a
proble:n.
problems.

Analysis is of value only when used to help pupils to solve
Much valuable time is lost in drill in formal analysis when

the thing that is needed most is practice in solving problems.
by solving many problems that proficiency may be acquired.

It is only

It would seem

desirable, therefore, to train pupils in systematic analysis, taking care
to use a variety of methods rather than a few stereotyped ones and to
meet individual needs as they arise.
John (37:101) very adequately sums up the situation when she says:
The problem of teaching a child to reason
in arithmetical situations is, therefore, the
problem or giving him an understanding of the
processes in terms of the situation in which
th~J are applicable, rather than of developing
a special technique of problem~solving involving detailed analysis and formal procedure.
In discussing the factors which influence problem-solving mention
was made of the relation of reading ability to ability to solve reasoning
problems.

Many studies have dealt with the effectiveness of the use of

various types of reading exercises in improving problem-solving.
Lessenger (50:291) describes an investigation made in the public schools
of Radcliffe, Iowa..
in reading alone.

In this study emphasis was placed upon instruction
A considerable proportion of actual errors in prelimin-
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ary tests given was found to be the direct result of misreading the
directions for the examples.

The results of special remedial work in

reading showed that, while 40 percent of the pupils were totally free
from readinb errors due to faulty reading, the remaining 60 percent were
practically cured in nine months

by

skillful training

~nthout

spacial

training on the specific reading skills needed in arithmetic.
other studies give results of definite gains from drill in reading.
1\JTiss Wilson (101) gives an account of an experiment by which she found

that significant gains were made when thirty-four sixth-grade pupils were
drilled in reading such problems as those in the Stone's

Reasoning~·

She used the following types of exercises:
1.

Estimating the answers and judging absurdities.

2.

Asking pupils to restate the sentence using other
words than the specific terms underlined. (The
underlined words were terms peculiar to arithmetic
which might have added to the difficulty of the
reading.)

3.

A third exercise asked the pupils to read
and to indicate the process

necess·~ry

t~e

problem

to its solution.

The use of such exercises as these would be very practical in an arithmetic lesson and might show fine results in improving problem-solving.
Greene (29) conducted an experiment wi·l;h a small number of sixthgrade pupils to determine the effects of drill in the reading of arithmetical problems.

He used three experimental groups and one control group.

The experimental groups were drilled ten minutes a day for eight days in
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rending problems, selecting and recognizing the process involved in their
solution.
even a

His results caused him to conclude that it is better to spend

lL~ited

amount of class time in drilling on the selection of the

processes necessary to solve a verbal arithmetic problem than to follow
normal classroom procedure.
A somewhat similar experiment is reported by Stevenson (82),

who

used the following types of reading exercises which yielded excellent
results, especially with dull pupils:
1.

Systematic training in finding the facts pertaining
to the problem, in deciding upon the processes to be
used, and in finding the approximate answer 1

2.

Solving problems without numbers,

3.

Vocabulary exercises on difficult words,

4.

Reading and solving a. large variety of problems arising
out of immediate life needs.

Robertson (76) reports the results of a.n investigation which compared
the ability of pupils to solve a. series of problems read aloud by the
teacher with their ability to solve problems of equal difficulty but read
by themselves.

Forty problems from the Oral Problem Scale were selected

for use in the experiment; the odd-numbered problems were used for the
test read by the teacher; the even-numbered ones, for that read by the
pupils themselves.

!'

A third test, the otis Arithmetic Reasoning Test, Form

was administered also.

The grades tested were the fourth and fifth.

Results showed that the pupils made consistently higher mean scores
on the test which they read themselves than they made on the teacher-read
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test.

The differences in scores between the two tests ranged from 1.88

problems in Grade IV to 4.22 problems in Grade

v.

These differences were

probably due to the fact that, in the one test, the child could re-read
the problem if he did not understand it at the first reading, while in the
other test there was but one reading by the teacher and no opportunity to
get the problem if its meaning was not grasped at the first reading.
Still another experiment, which did not use reading exercises but
which measured reading ability, was conducted by Stretch (85).

She attempt

ad to increase, by special training, the problem-solving ability of a
group of pupils and to determine, by scientific procedure, the extent to
which problem-solving ability is related to comprehension in reading.
Her results are sununarized in the statement:
When students increase in problem-solving
ability, they also increase in reading comprehens::lon, though the increase in reading comprehension is not equivalent to the increase in
problem-solving ability ••••••• This gives
evidence that special training produces the
most significant results in the field of its
direct application. (85:43).
In general it may be stated that a marked growth in problem-solving
ability has resulted from the use of reading exercises of the type considered above, especially those used for purposes of analysis.
A small number of studies have been reported which deal with the
use of practice exercises as a means of teaching and improving ability
to solve verbal problems.

One such study was made by Rosse (78), who

measured the amount of increase in reasoning ability from the use of such
material as is found in the Lennes

~ ~

Practice Sheets in Arithmetic.
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For the purpose of his experiment he used'an experimental group, which
~~loyed

the Lennes Pads according to directions, and a control group.

which made use of the problem work provided by a textbook.

The results

showed that the control group made very little gain. while the experimental
group made a mean gain of 12 percent.

When the amount of gain for the

lower and upper halves of each group was measured, it was found that the
lower half of the control group had gained slightly but the upper half had
lost.

The experimental group.showed gains of 7.5 percent and 14.9 percent

for the upper and lower levels respectively.

On the basis of these re-

sults Rosse (78:213) concluded:
The use of carefully prepared test and
practice sheets similar to the ones used
may be expected:
1. to increase the reasoning ability
of the class;
2. to increase the reasoning efficiency of the class in relation to both
chronological ag.e and mental age; and
3. to allow for individual difference
in ability.
Kulp (47) attempted to determine which of two types of drill material
was more effective in developing skill in computation.

Type "A" material

consisted of a practice pad of purely abstract computation; type "B" • a
practice pad, with each sheet providing abs.tract computation on one side
and arithmetic reasoning on the other.

After a specific drill period 113

pupils in Grade IV were tested for gain in computation and in reasoning
ability.

Type "B" material was found to be superior not only in training

reasoning ability but in improving ability in computation as well.
Another experimental study in the use of practice material was
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reported by
~lue

c.w.

Stone (84:589), the purpose of which was to determine the

of the Stone DiaGnostic and Practice Tests as a means of improving

ability in arithmetic.

A survey test was given to equivalent groups o£

pupils to afford a measure of each pupil's reasoning ability prior to the
experiment proper.

Diagnostic tests were then given for the purpose of

locating more specifically each pupil's difficulties in reasoning.

Then

the practice tests were used for a limited period of time to provide
needed practice on the speci£ic difficulties located by the survey and
diagnostic tests.
Stone measured the effects of the diacnostic and practice tests by
comparing scores on survey tests before and after experimentation.

He

measured also the permanency of gains made by giving a survey test one
year after the experiment.

Transfer was measured in scores from problems

on which no practice work had been given.

As a result of his study., the

writer concluded that the use of the tests named produces greater gains
in reasoning ability in arithmetic than does regular classroom

wo~k.

He

found also that the gain in reasoning ability secured by these tests
transferres to reasoning demanded by other problems of different content,
though of similar nature, and that such transfer is greater in amount
than that secured by ordinary classroom procedure.

The entire study shows

great promise for practice tests and materials if correctly used.

In the field o£ problem-solving certain studies center around another
problem, that of transfer of training.

Although the doctrine has been

somewhat discredited, there are certain

~acts

disregarded.

It is not only possible but

about it which cgnnot be

probabl~

that certain habits
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and methods of work carry over from one type of problem to those of similar
nature.

In fact, much reliance is placed upon this assumption in teaching

arithmetic.

Everyone knows that pupils will have to use applications of

arithmetic never encountered in the classroom.

Again, in school compara-

tively simple types of problems and small numbers are used; while, in
adult situations, the pupils must meet complex situations often involving
large numbers.

Their reactions to these situations will depend to a great

extent upon transfer.
Despite the possibilities and the need for research in it there have
been relatively few scientific studies made in respect to the transfer of
training in arithmetic.
damental operations.

Most of these deal with the mechanics or the fun-

In this phase of arithmetic teaching definite evidenoe

of transfer has been shown.

Beito and Brueckner (3) found that the bonds

formed in learning the direct form of addition combinations carry over
almost completely to the reverse form.

Overman (69), in considering the

factors which affect transfer, reports that a

~rge

and useful amount of

transfer can be obtained under proper metl1ods of teaching.

While it is

not the purpose of this study to consider experiments made with the
mechanics of arithmetic, mention is made of these two studies because they
are two of the finest examples of the measurement of transfer in arithmetic.
As has been stated previously, there is no scientific evidence to
show that there is any transfer from the learning of the fUndamentals to
reasoning ability.

Skill in the former affects the scores on problem-

solving tests, but it has yet to be proven whether training in the funda-
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mantals will eventually laad.pupils to reason correctly.

Thera is, haw-

ever, a strong suspicion that in the field of problem-solving itself
training in one type of problem may lead to ability to solve other types.
A study of this question was made by Osburn and Drennan (68).

The

purpose of the study was to discover the amount of transfer which takes
place from arithmetic problems which are specifically taught to those
which are not given particular mention in instruction.

The experiment

was conducted in the following manner: A set of proble.'Tl "cues" in addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division

VffiS

so arranged as to include

the problems which were most representative of the work done in third
grade.

A "cue" was defined as that part of a problem which was expressed

in language; for example,
How much will •••••••••••apples cost at ••••••••
cents each?
One hen has •••••••••• chickens. Another has
•••••••••• • How many chickens have both hens?
(68:123).
A series of such cues was used in teaching third grade classes for a
period of six weeks.

At the end of the drill period two examinations were

administered; the first consisting of entirely new "cues 11 , with no new
difficulties, the second containing new "cues 11 and added vocabulary difficulties.

None of the

11

cuesn in either examination had been taught

previously to any of the pupils.
The scores on Test I of this study showed that 70 percent of the
pupils received passing grades.

Vfuen only errors of method were counted,

the percentage who received passing marks was more than 80.
the pupils made even better scores.

On Test II

This is surprising when it is noted
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that this test contained vocabulary difficulties.
attained passing marks.

Approximately 90 percent

Osburn attributes this to the possibility that

the pupils sensed the similarity of Test II to Test I, which had been given
the day previous.

These results led Osburn (68:127) to conclude that there

was a marked amount of transfer.

The pupils made substantial marks on

problems that had not been taught to them.

This transfer was so marked,

even in the case of pupils of low intelligence, that he advises teachers
to teach a few of the most important types thoroughly and depend upon
transfer for the remainder.
Stone (84) reports some evidence

or

improve reasoning ability in arithmetic.

transfer in an experiment to
When pupils' ability to solve

problems in which they had had no spedific teaching was measured, the gains
were so apparent that Stone felt that increased ability obtained through
the use of specially designed practice exercises transferred to the solution of problems dissimilar to those in the practice exercises.
The results of Overman's (69) study of the factors affecting transfer
of training in arithmetic indicated that the effects of instruction and
practice on certain types of examples are not confined to those types, but
spread in considerable amounts to other related types of examples; and
that aid in generalizing an arithmetic process is an effective method of
increasing the amount of such transfers.

The study showed evidence of an

increase in the amount of transfer with an increase in mental age.

Al-

though the experiment was conducted only in the fundamentals, it suggests
general conclusions which may lead to similar investigations in
of problem-solving.

~1e

field

r

I

%
Claude Mitchell (56) does not agree with the above conclusions.

He

devised a test to determine whether problems with numbers or problems without numbers are more readily

~~derstood

by pupils.

On these tests the

pupils made higher scores on the lists of specific problems, those with
numbers.

The differences

be~veen

the number of problans solved per pupil

were marked, ranging from 1.9 prpblam per pupil in the test of general
problems to 3.5 problems per pupil in the specific problem test.

There was

a correlation of .52 between responses to verbal problems with numbers and
verbal problems without nmnbers.

Mitchell (56:596) interpreted his results

to mean that the fact that pupils can solve a specific problem does not
indicate that they have formed a generalization which they can apply to all
other similar problems.
Lazerte (48:264) states that pupils may become expert in solving
individual problems withoutappreciating the generalizations that fit the
particular case.

Ability to deal with particular situe.tions is not accom-

_panied by ability to recognize and solve general cases.
cides with Thorndike's ideas on the subject of transfer.

This view coinThorndike tends

to emphasize the great variety of bonds involved in arithmetic and calls
attention to the necessity of giving each bond separate emphasis.

He says

that the mind works not.only by association but also by dissociation.

It

is by separating a situation into its elements as well as by putting things
together that mental concepts are formed.

As he says:

The degree of efficiency shown by
persons in any intellectual function is
a result chiefly of specific training in
it or the ele.ments of it and only slightly of the transfer to it of the effects
of training other functions (86:483).
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Judd holds to Thorndike's idea of dissociation, but adds that after
the dissocie.tion takes place_, the child :must apply the dissociated element
to many new situations in order to generalize it.

It is only after this

generalized element: is used without conscious effort that we can say the
child is able to apply that element to new situations.

He disagrees with

the views of Mitchell and Lazerte in regard to generalization.

He states:

Fortunately, the mind of man is so
organized that it generalizes. Even if
the curriculum-makers resolve to train
nothing but particular abilities, pupils
will generalize and vdll continue to do
what the rHce has done throughout its
history, that is, abstract from particular
situations those aspects which are most
universal. Some children vdll acquire the
general idea of mathematical exactness no
matter how far curricultun-makers go in
running counter to human history.
The studies cited do not justify the formulation of any general
conclusions with regard to this subject of transfer in problerr.-solving.
It is one to which will have to be added the results of many more scientific studies and experiments.

Perhaps the dearth of studies up to the

presE>..nt time in this subject is due to the difficulty of detecting actual
transfer and oeasuring its spread.

A suggestion advanced by Hedrick (35)

may be "the true key to a great part of the theory of trAnsfer."

He

believes that there are a great many processes in mathematics which, quite
aside from any facts with which

th~

are commonly associated or from any

definite technical skill, are very real and very important.

Examples of

such processes are precise statements and precise reading of statements,
generalization from particular instances to a general idea, and distinction
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between necessary and sufficient condi tiona.

These processes, while common

to other subjects, are best emphasized and illustrated in mathematics.
Such processes and ways of thinking seem to be so much more necessary in
human life than single facts and given skills that Hedrick thinks transfer
of

seems to be more possible with respect to them than to facts

tr~ining

and skills.

Training in the use of a process may enable one to apply that

process to a different set of e.ctivities, while it is problematic whether
or not a particular fact may be transferred.
'Whether or not the theory of transfer suggested by Hedrick is the
correct one, it offers possibilities for future study.
A summarJr of studies in the field of problerr-soiving would not be
complete without mention of a very extensive piece of work by the Committee
of Seven.

This committee is composed of

me~bers

of the Northern Illinois

Conference on Supervision who have conducted a series of investigations
extending over a period of five years to date and involving the cooperation
of 148 cities and many thousands of children.

The Committee of Seven

proposes to make a thorough study of arithmetic.

It prefaced its work

by an extensive survey of current practices, dealing with the question of
placement of the various topics in arithmetic in 125 school systems in the
Middle West.

The survey brought out a rather surprising diversity of

practice with regard to the grades in which some topics are taught, and an
equally surprising uniformity with regard to the grades in which other
topics are taught.

The most striking difference emong school systems was

that found in the grade in which arithmetic is first introduced.
places addition facts were presented in first

g~ade;

In some

in others the begin-

r
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ning of teaching was delayed until second·grade; and some school systems
made no provision for it until third grade.

These findings led the

Committee to launch an investigation to find out if there was any definite
and important gain in children's arithmetical knowledge as a result of
beginning formal arithmetic instruction as low as the first grade. or if
children would learn more quickly and economically if arithmetic were
postponed until third grade.
This investigation necessitated the testin.g of the arithmetical
ability of about five thousand pupils in Grade VI.

One third of this

number had begun arithmetic in first grade; one third in second grade;
the remaining third had not begun introduction to formal arithmetic until
third grade.

In almost ev&y case the pupils who began arithmetic in first

grade made better scores in sixth-grade arithmetic than did those who began
in second grade.

Likewise. those who begail. in Grade II rnade better scores

than those whose arithmetic had been postponed until Grade III.
Washburne reports the results of another investigation of the
Committee of Seven (92).

The work of the Committee for the past year or

two has been directed toward finding if there is such a thing as "mental
readiness" for learning certe.in topics in arithmetic.

In other words. at

what stage in a pupil's development may each arithmetic topic be taught
most effectively?

From the study many interesting facts were noted.

For

instance, it was found that long division, which is usually taught so
laboriously and with such apparently poor results in fourth grade, would
be much more effectively taught in Grade VI or even VII.
was found to be misplaced about one and one-half years.

Short division
The Connni ttee
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(92:229) concluded:
There is a point in a child's mental
growth before which it is not effective
to teach a given process in arithmetic
and after which that process can be taught
reasonably effectively.
It prescribes reorganization of the arithmetic curriculum in respect to
pupil readiness for each topic as a cure for the higt percentage of pupil
failure in arithmetic.
A series of experiments dealing with causes of poor work in problemsolving and with the effectiveness of certain methods of teaching problemsolving has also been made by this same Connnittee.

Vihen the work is

completed, the Committee's findings may lead to some needed changes in
arithmetic curriculum and methods of teaching • .

r
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Summary
In all the experimental studies outlined there has been an attempt
to analyze the specific difficulties encountered by pupils in solving
reasoning problems and to evaluate various methods of teaching the subject.

There seems to be agreement that the most common source of error

in solving verbal problems is the inability of pupils to use reasoning
power in analyzing the problems and arriving at conclusions.

other very

important causes of difficulty are poor men·cal equipment, lack of skill
in the fundamental processes, the use of problems involving unfamiliar
settings, lack of skill in reading comprehension, and the absence of actual instruction in problem-solving.
With respect to relative evaluation of comparable methods of teaching
pupils to solve problems no definite conclusions can be made because the
results of so many of the studies are not dependable.

However, most of

them offer suggestions which may be used to advantage in teaching problemsolving.

Many of them urge specific teaching of problems according to

types and the use of formal analysis at least in the early stages of the
teaching.

A few advocate simply the solving of many problems for attain-

ing proficiency.

One point made clear by all is that a conscientious

attack on problem-solving, regardless of method, will produce good results
in improving pupil performance.

It is possible that much of the work in

this field of problem-solving lies in future research rather than in the
results of past or present attempts.

CHAPl'ER

III

THE EXPERIMENT

Purpose
This experiment proposed to teach two groups of sixth-grade pupils
in Case Two of Percentage by two different methods, to measure and analyze
the results obtained, and £rom this analysis to evaluate the relative
effectiveness o£ the two techniques in developing the abilit.y of the
pupils to solve verbal problems.
Case Two of Percentage, or the problem o£ finding what percent one
number is o£ another, was chosen because it presents one o£ the most difficult problems that the sixth-grade pupil has to solve.

Experience has

shown that, after many weeks of abstract drill in the mechanics of this
phase, pupils became somewhat adept at working examples; but, when concrete
problems involving Case Two were presented, the pupils seemed unable to
recognize the process involved.
phase o£ percentage.

No such difficulty attended any other

It was with the hope of obtaining results which

would simplify the teaching o£ the process that this somewhat limited
experiment was undertaken.
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I

Equating of Groups

For the purpose of the experiment seventy pupils of the sixth-grade
were placed in two groups of thirty-five each, so arranged that the average
of one group matched that of the other in (a) mental age, (b) general
ability in the fundamentals of arithmetic, (c) problem-solving ability,
and (d) general ability in school work as judged by teacher rating.

An

effort was made to equate the groups in arithmetical reasoning,ability,
but, as this was not possible, it was decided to measure the amount of gain
or loss in this respect for each group at the close of the experiment.
The tests used for the preliminary and final measurements were the
following:
a.

National Intelligence Test, Scale A,

Form I.

b.

New Stone Reasoning Test in Arithmetic, Forms A and B.

c.

Woody-McCall Mixed Fundamentals, Forrrs I and II.

d.

Two

tests in problem-solving consisting of type problems

selected from arithmetic texts.
Table I presents the average scores for the two groups in Mente.l
Age, Chronological Age, and I.Q.
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TABLE I
Average Mental Age, Chronological Age,
and I.Q. for T\vo Groups of Sixth
Grade Pupils

Mental Age
in Years
and Months

Group

I. Control
II. Experimental

Chronological Age
in Years
and Months

I.Q.

13 - 7

11- 10

114.7

13 - 5

11 - 5

117.5

The average mental age for the control group was 13 years 7 months,
and that for the experimental group, 13 years 5 months.

The average

chronological age for the control group was 11 years 5 months.

The average

I.Q. for the control group was 114.7; that for the experimental group
117.5
Table II shows how the two groups compared in reasoning ability,
in ability to perform the fundamental operations, and in problem-solving
ability at the beginning of the experimental period.
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TABLE

II

Average Scores for Two Groups of Pupils
on Initial Tests

Group

Reasoning
Score

Stan.
Dev.

Control

8.57

2.9

Norms for
Grade VI

6.0

Fundamental
Operations
Score
Stan.
Dev.
28.4

2.4

ProblemSolving
Score
Stan.
Dev.
7.54

24.3

An examination of Table II discloses the fa.cts that the average

scores for the control group were as follows:
(a) Reasoning ability, 8.57 problems or 41 percent of the total
number of problems;
(b) Fundamental operations, 28.4 problerr~s of 81 percent;
(c) Problem-solving aality, 7.54 problems or 75 percent.
For the experimental group the average scores were the following:
(a) Reasoning ability, 9~63 problems or 46 percent of the total
number of problema;
(b) Fundamental operations, 27.7 problems or 79 percent;
(c) Problem-solving ability, 77.4 problems or 77 percent.

2.3

r
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Vfuen the scores in the fundamental test and the test in reasoning
were compared 'rlth standard scores for the grade, both groups were found
to be above the norms set for the sixth-grade.

In reasoning ability the

pupils rated as high as the norms set for low seventh grade, i.e., the
average score was equal to that of the norms set for pupils who had nine
months more of school training.

In fundamentals both groups rated as

high as the standard score for eighth-grade pupils.

However, both groups

made poor scores on the problem-solving test, which included only processes
with which the pupils were fruniliar.
The exceptionally high scores in fundamental operations proved what
had been suspected in the school for some time - that too much time had
been given to drill on the mechanics of arithmetic.

This last fact

accounts, in a measure, for the low scores on the problem-solving tests.
The pupils were more lr less reluctant to attack concrete problems dealing with the very same material as the abstre.ct work because they had had
so little training in this phase of arithmetic work.

The standardized

rea~

soning test, on the other hand, began with problems of such a simple nature that they had solved most of the problems before they allowed their
averson to worded problems to manifest itself.
The individual scores for all pupils on the initial and final tests
are recorded in Tables III and IV, which may be seen on pages 56 and 57.
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Chronological

Age~

TABLE

III

Mental

Age~

Intelligence

Quotient~

and Scores for the Thirty-five Pupils in
the Control Group
Pupil
1 ••
2 ••

Chron.
.Age
11-7
12-9
11-8
11-10
10-6
12-0
12-9
:U-10
13-3
11-5
11-5
13-10
12-1
12-6
11-4
11-3
11-7

3 ••
4 ••
5 ••
6 ••
7 ••
8 ••
9 ••
10 ••
11 ••
12 ••
13 ••
14 ••
15 ••
16 ••
17 •• ~·'·
n:n
18 ••
12-2
19 ••
1G-7
20 ••
21 ••
11-8
12-1
22 ••
23 ••
11-6
12-0
24 ••
25 ••
26 •• ll-10
11-4
27 ••
12-2
28 ••
12-4
29 ••
12-0
30 ••
12-11
31 ••
14-8
32 ••
11-3
33 ••
n.:..g
34 ••
11-6
35 ••

Mental
Age
13-10
14-0
13-7
15-1
12-1
15-11
13-5
13-2
11-3
12-11
11-1
11-8
15-0
13-0
12-2
16-2
13-6
14-2
11-10
12-4
13-3
13-11
15-0
14-11
12-8
13-4
14-11
12-2
14-0
11-2
13-10
11-0
13-11
17-1
13-11

I.Q.

Fundamentals
II
Gain
30
30
0
33
31
2
33
30
-3
24
24
0
31
4
27
31
28
-3
28
27
-1
27
25
-2
28
0
28
27
27
0
25
28
3
26
31
5
30
31
1
31
27
-4
30
29
1
29
31
2
29
28
-1
29
32
-3
26
27
-1
34
28
6
27
28
1
28
0
28
29
27
-2
29
1
28
24
24
0
25
25
0
23
27
-4
31
31
0
32
0
32
27
4
23
29
27
-2
29
29
0
30
29
-1
31
31
0
28
29
1
I

119
111
116
127
115
113
105
111
85

llo
94
84
124
111
107
145
117
119
97
117
114
113
130
124
119
113
131
100
114
93
108
75
122
145
121

I
11
6
11
8
5
14
5

9
5
9
3
8
13
9
7
12
8
14
3
7
11
6
9
10
7
7
9
8
13
6
7
5
12
12
11

Reasoning
Problem s.
II
Gain I
II Chirl
9
10
2
-2 8
6
10
0 '5
5
0
10
7
-4 10
6
10
0
-2 10
4
0
10
-1 10
11
1
8
-3 8
6
1 6
2
8
6
3
9
-3 6
0 .5
5
10
5
10
3
1 5
8
2
1
5
-1 4
Q
10
2 10
10
10
0
8
-5 10
9
10
0 7
3
1.
9.1.
7
0 10
2
2
14
10
2 8
2
7
10
5
-1 5
14
0 10
10
0
3
4
0 5
9
10
3 9
8 -1
6
1
9
-5 8
4
4
9
-2 5
9
0 9
10
1
12
9
f)
2 9
7
0 5
10
5
4
-3 10
8~ -1~
9
0 8
0
8
9
10
0
1 10
12
9
0
-1 9
7
1 1
9~ 3!
1
8
1 7
8
5
0 1
6
5
11
10
2
-1 8
16
10
4 8
2
11
0 10
9 -1

.
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TABLE

IV

Chronological Age, Mental Age, Intelligence Quotient
and Scores for the Thirty-five Pupils in
the Experimental Group
Pupil
1 ••
2 ••
3 ••
4 ••
5 ••
6 ••
7 ••
8 ••
9 ••
10 ••
11 ••.
12 ••
13 ••
14 ••
15 ••
16 ••
17 ••
18 ••
19 ••
20 ••
21 ••
22 ••
23 ••
24 ••
25 ••
26 ••
27 ••
28 ••
29 ••
30 ••
31 ••
32 ••
33 ••
34 ••
35 ••
36 ••

Chron.
Age
11-4
11-3
11-4
13-2
11-8
10-9
11-5
12-1
10-10
11-6
11-2
11-7
12-11
11-4
11-2
11-5
11-0
12-1
11-8
12-9
11-2
11-3
12-3
11-10
10-8
10-10
11-3
11-3
11-5
11-7
13-4
14-10
11-1
11-11
11-8

Mental
Age
13-7
12-2
13-7
11-0
11-10
15-4
13-1
12-3
14-1
12-3
12-9
13-6
l-1-6
13-0
14-3
12-0
13-8
13-0
13-0
12-7
14-8
15-10
13-5
11-4
13-7
13-4
14-10
13-6
13-11
11-10
10-11
10-6
15-0
13-6
13-6

I.Q.
112
108
120
93
104
143
115
101
130
107
114
116
88
115
127
105
118
107
111
98
131
140
109
95

128
123
132
120
121
102
80
71

135
113
115

Fundamentals
I
II
Gain
29
27
-2
4
22
26
2
30
28
1
28
29
30
3
27
3
31
28
27
22
-5
0
27
27
0
33
33
3
25
28
27
24
-3
31
30
-1
6
20
26
27
22
-5
34
28
-6
26
25
-1
30
2
2~
4
20
24
32
28
-4
31
6
25
0
31
31
30
24
-6
,,'.!;
32
29
29
I
28
0
32
32
31
4
27
0
31
31
30
31
-1
31
3
28
34
4
30
23
28
5
23
25
2
30
1
29
24
27
-3
31
3
28

Reasoning
I
II
Gain
-10
14
-4
9
1
8
9 13
4
3
7 10
9
7
-2
9
7
-2
9
9
0
0
8
8
14 15
1
10 14
4
8 10
2
15 12
-3
3
7 10
6
1
5
13 12
-1
7
7
0
13 11
-2
7
7
0
8 10
2
10 10
0
11 12
1
15 13
-2
14 11
-3
~1

n

4

10
9
12
9
11
7
5
5

10
10
9
9
10
9
7
3

12

11

9

6

0
1
-3
0
-1
2
2
-2
-1
-3

11

13

2

Problem
II
I
10 10
8 10
7 10
8
9
8 10
10 10
9 10
8 10
9
9
10
7
9
10
5 10
7 10
7
6
9
9
6
6
10
9
7
4
6 10
9 10
7 10
9
9
6
5
··.rfi 10
10 10
10 10
9
9
10 10
~.9
10
5 10
5 10
9
3
10
8
5 10
10 10

s.
Gain
0
2
3
-1
2
0
1
2
0
3
-1
5
3
1
0
0
-1
3
4
1
3
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
1
5
5
6

2
5
0

r
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Method

The unit of work chosen for the experiment w-as the process which is
commonly known as Case Two of Percentage 1 viz., what percent one number is
of another.
During the course of the experiment precautions were taken to isola_te
the experimental factor.

Both groups were taught by the same teacher for

a. forty-minute period daily.

The control group met during the first period

while the experimental group met during the second period.
w-as reversed during the latter half of the experiment.
the same materie.ls of instruction.

This procedure

Both groups used

Both took the same tests: verbal for

the experimental group, abstract for the control.

All factors were kept

as nearly alike as possible except the differences in method which constituted the experiment.
The experimental group was taught by a method which consisted of
introducing the new process in its simplest form and each new step thereafter through practical problems.

This method was based upon the theory

that pupils become more proficient in solving verbal problems if each new
fundamental operation is applied to practical situations from the bery
beginning of the learning period.

For three weeks this group was taught

the new process in percentage through the use of verbal problems.
procedure of instruction which was followed may be SU!fl.marized thus:

The

r
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1.

On the first day the teacher read through vdth the class several

problems involving the new process.

These problems were worked out on the

board and carefully explained to the pupils.

An effort was made to call

the pupils' attention to the situations involved and to help them to see
the importance of learning how to solve the problems.

After this presen-

te.tion, individual members of the class were asked to work and explain
similar problems.

F'ormal expression was dispensed with in the solution

of the problems, but an effort was made to show the use of the equation
whenever possible.

This was done in order to overcome the averson of the

class to concrete problems, for it v,ras discovered that this was their main
difficulty.

To them «Dncrete problems meant a most formal and meaningless

series of expressions which, by the time the pupil had finished writing
them in the required form, had caused him to lose all interest in the
problem.

Errors were corrected by the teacher and difficult steps ex-

plained.

After all questions had been settled, the remainder of the per-

iod was devoted to practice on a set of problems of the same degree of
difficulty as those explained.

No abstract drill was given the class,

but individual pupils were given help and drill when it vms apparent that
they could not proceed without them.
2.
given.

On the second day a short review of the first day's work was

Pupils explained the process to the cla.ss.

worked out.

No attempt was made to proceed to

of difficulty until all pupils were
the simpler type.

fairl~. .

Many new problems were

proble~s

of a higher degree

proficient i!l working those of

r
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3.

As each step of difficulty was mastered, problerr.s involving

greater difficulty were presented and explained in the manner outlined
above.
4.

Reviews and tests were given from time to time, verbal problems

being used in every case.
An oc,tirely different method ;vas used for the control group.

It was

based on the theory that, during a period involving the learning of a new
process, the pupils can devote their time entirely to drill in the abstract process with little or no problem-sol-Iring e.nd yet gain a. certe.in
proficiency in applying the process to concrete problerr,s.

The new process

was presented to the pupils by means of a. short explanation which showed
how the process could be used and which was intended to arouse interest
in the new work.
explained

h~

Without any preliminary problem-solving, the teacher

the abstract process should be perforned.

Each step in the

work was thoroughly analyzed, and the pupils proceeded in the same manner
as did those of the experimental group save that no concrete applications
were given during the three-week instruction period.

The greater part of

each day's time was devoted to individual drill in abstract work.
At the end of the three-week instruction period, both groups devoted
two additional weeks to practice on a set of mixed problems involving all
the fundamental processes with many

applic~'tions

to the specific success

just completed.
Both groups were then tested in (a) the fundamental operations,
(b) problem-solving, and (c) arithmetic rea.soning.

The tests used were

second forms of those administered a.t the

of the experiment.

begir~ing
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Results

The individual scores in both initial and final tests may be seen
in Tables III e.nd IV.

Table V shows the average scores made by the two

groups on initial and final tests.

Table VI shows the same scores in

percentage form.

TABLE V
Average Scores for Two Groups of Sixth-Grade
Pupils on Initial and Final Tests

Group

Reasoning

Initial Tests
Final Tests
Fundamentals Problaw~ Reasoning Fundamentals Probl~
Solving
-Solving

Control

8.57

28.4

7.54

Experimental

9.63

27.7

7.74

8.11
9.74

28.5

9.2

28.5

9.34
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TABLE VI
Average Percentage Scores for Two Groups of Sixth-Grade
Pupils on Initial and Final

Groups

Tests

Initial Tests
Reasoning fundamentals Problem- Reasoning
Solving

Final Tests
Fundamentals

Frob~

-Solv.ing

Control

41

81

75

39

81

92

Experimental

46

79

77

46

81

93

An analysis of the data in Tables V and VI reveals the fact that

neither of the two methods proved to be significantly better than the
other.
1.

The comparison is as follows:
The gains made by both groups in reasoning ability were
insignificant.

The control group showed a slight loss of

2.3 percent while the experimental group showed prs.ctically
no gain.
2.

In abstract work, or the mechanics of arithmetic, the control
group remained at the same level; the experimental group
showed a slight gain of 1.9 percent.

3.

When tested for ability to solve problems, the control
group showed a gain of 1.66 problems or 17 percent gain.
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The experimental group gained 16 percent.

The gains

in both cases were noticeable, but the difference does
not show'superiority for either method.
A compe.rison of the mean gains of the scores for both groups may be
made from Table VII.

The technique employed in measuring the reliability

of the differences of the means was that recommended by McCall in his
booli:, How.!£ Experiment..!!: Education.*

Briefly stated, it is as follows:

The total initial score in each arithmetic process was set opposite the
total final score for each individual and an algebraic subtraction made.
The differences or gains for each group of pupils thus found were then
treated for the mean gain, the standard deviation of the

~ains,

the prob-

able error, and the probable error of the differences of the mean gains.
TABLE VII
Reliability of the Differences of the :Mean Gains for
Two Groups of Pupils

Ability Group

Stand. Mean P.E. of Differ
Total
Probable Error
ence in of Difference
No.of Gain in Dev. Gain Mean
Pupils Problems of
Gain* Mean Gain* of Mean Gains*
Solved Gains
(Mz-K)
(P.E.M2 - M~)

Fundamentals
Control
Experimental
Reasoning
Control
Experimental
Problem-Solving
Control
Experimental

35
35

4
23

2.2
3.3

o.n
0.66

.25
.38

0.55

.41

35
35

-16
4

2.0
2.2

-.46
0.11

.23
.37

0.57

.44

1.9
1.9

1.77
1.7

.22
.22

35
35

58.5
58

-o.

01

.65
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S.D. • ({.2'dz -~J)Z)h
P.E. •. f..?~

S.e>.

-r;r

An examination of Table VII discloses the follovdng facts:

1.

The mean gain for the control group in the fundamental operations
was o.ll problems; that for the experimental group, 0.66 problems.
The difference between the mean gains was .55 in favor of the
method used with the experimental group.

2.

In reasoning ability the control group showed a slight loss,
-0.46, while the experimental showed e. gain of 0.11.

The

difference was 0.57 in favor of the method employed with the
latter group.
3.

There was no difference between the mean gains of the two
groups in the problem solving test.

However, the importance

of the gains made in problem-sol-idng lies not in the difference
betvreen the two groups, but in the relatively high scores made
by them at the end of the experimental period.

The gains for

both in this respect were very much higher than the gains wAde
in the other abilities measured.

The data reveal a gain of 17

percent for the control group and of 16 percent for the experimental group.

The gains might have been found to be greater

had the tests in problem-solving been longer.
4.

The differences between·the gains made by both groups may be
regarded as statistically insignificant in every case because
of the fact that a statistical constant of any sort is not
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significant unless it is at least four times its probable error.•
As a final step in the problem, the scores for the lower and upper
half of the groups were compared in an effort to determine which method of
instruction proved more effective with pupils of high and low I.Q.

The

pupils were arranged according to I.Q. and the gains for each section
co.mputed.

Table VIII shows the mean gains for each group.
TABLE VIII
Mean Gains for Lower and Upper Half of Two Groups
of Sixth-Grade Pupils
Reasoning

Group

Ability
Fundamentals

I. Control
A. Upper Half
Mean Gain •••••••••••••·90.39

-0.11

B. Lower Half
Mean Gain ••••••••••••• -0.55

0.35

Problem-Solving

1.2
2

II. Experimental
A. Upper Half
Mean Gain •••••••••••••.0.29
B.

*

Lower Half
Mean Gain ••••••••••••

0~55

-0.35

o.sa

1.61

1.92

(continued from page 63).
Holzinger, K. Statistical Methods for St'O.dents in Education p. 233.
**McCall, w.A. I How to Experiment inlliucation, Chapter VII.
* (page 65). - Holzinger, K. Statistical Methods for Students in Education, p. 237.
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A comparison or the mean gains in Table VIII showed that all were
statistically insigniricant except those or the lower halr or each group
in the rundrunental operations.

In this respect there was round to be a

small but significant dirference, 1~26

± .27,

in favor of the 'experimental

method.
Although the gains shown in Table VIII are very slight, it would
seem that the more consistent gains were made by the lower half of each
group regardless of the method used.

On the basis of the gains made by

the lower half of each group it would seem advisable to use the experimental method with pupils of p9or mental ability.

For the

bri~hter

pupils, the results of the experiment in question indicate that it makes
no difference which of the methods is employed.

CHAPrER IV
CONCLUSION
As previously stated, this study was an attempt to evaluate the
relative effectiveness of two teaching techniques in a scientific manner.
An examination of the statistical results will lead to the follmrlng

conclusions:
1.

For the groups taught, it may be stated that the pupils learn
equally well by either method.

2.

The pupils learn to apply the mechanics of arithmetic to
practical problems whether such application is

~ade

from

the beginning of the learning period or whether the application is delayed until proficiency in the mechanics of
the process is attained.
3.

The gains were not sufficient to demonstrate a significant
difference in favor of either method.

4.

It is apparent, also, from the gains made by both groups in
solving problems that great gai. ns may be expected from definitely planned attacks upon and drills in problem-solving.

5.

A combination of drill in the abstre.ct processes with drill
in solving concrete problems will, undoubtedly, produce
good results.
6i
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.Another fact which the statistics did not reveal but which becrur..e
apparent to the teacher as the experiment progressed was the changed
attitude of the students tmvnrd problem-solving.

In the case of the ex-

perimental group there was a feeling on the part of the pupils which led
them to attack problems and to choose the correct method very speedily.
By the end of the experimental period# most of the pupils in this group

had progressed beyond the stage where they had to select the correct procedure from several "trials" a.nd were evidently able to select the appropriate procedure at once.

The abstract process seemed to be associated

with the concrete situation in such a

~~y

as to make it the imnedia.te

response of the pupil to the situation presented.
trol group, on the other hand, appeared to

The pupils of the con-

perfor~ al~ost

random calcula-

tions upon many of the problems before the correct solution was obtained.
V'lhether this wa.s due to the fact that solving problems of a. specific type
developed the general problem-solving a.bi 1i ty of the experimental group,
or whether it was due to the longer time devoted to problem analysis by
that group is a. question which may lead to further study.

In either case

it served to make the experiment worthwhile a.s far as this particular
group was concerned for devehping the ability of a class to attack concrete
problems is a.n accomplishment greatly to be desired.
On the other hand, several factors tend to limit the conclusions

drawn from the results of this very short experiment.

In the first place,

the number of cases was too small to give any great reliability.

Secondly,

the tests used for problem-solving, while carefully selected and objective#
were not standardized.

Thirdly, a second intelligence examination would
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have been of value in equating the groups'prior to the experiment.
Fourthly~

the time devoted to the entire experiment was very limited;

an entire year's work taught to equated groups would measure more adequately the differences between the two methods.
Despite these limitations, the ability gained in handling concrete
situations and the appareLt

grov~h

of pupil independence in this respect

proved that the experiment was of benefit both to the pupils and to the
teacher of the groups involved.
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